Type A Exhibits - Structured Demonstrations on a First-Come, First-Served Basis
These exhibits are for companies that submit a demonstration abstract for the event. They will choose
from the list of topics below and write a brief description of their plan. It will be made clear that there
will not be any repeated topics, so interested parties are encouraged to submit more than one
idea/topic, ranked by interest. This way your company can be selected, but maybe not for your first
choice of topic. These booths are large enough to allow for these companies to have a full product
display with promotional info and have space to perform their demonstration. These demonstrations
will be part of the event program and everyone who attends will witness their demonstration. Company
shirts/equipment/material brands will all be allowed in each exhibitor’s demonstration.
To help correlate the outdoor event programs, the following groups of topics can be chosen for
demonstrations:














Above ground elevated foundations, boardwalks, walkways, decks
Billboards, street lights, signs, bollards
Pipe tiedowns, tiebacks, guy anchors, retaining walls
Underpinning, foundation retrofit & repair
New construction, bridge abutments, pile grouping
Temporary structures, tents
Wind turbines, solar panels
Marine applications
Limited Access Equipment / Methods
“Helical 101”: Intro to how helicals are designed and implemented
Torque correlation and how is works
Helical installation inspections / QAQC
Load Testing

Companies are to submit an abstract using the following form for their demonstration choices. Up
to three choices can be submitted, ranked in order of preference. Multiple topics can be combined.
The best six ideas will be chosen. If there are more submissions than anticipated, more
demonstration slots may be added. Submit to cplanitzer@dfi.org.

Helical Piles - Tiebacks - Anchors
Tradeshow & Educational Seminar
ABSTRACT SUBMISSION FORM
TITLE OF DEMONSTRATION ABSTRACT:
_____________________________________________________________________________________
TOPIC: _______________________________________________________________________________
DEMONSTRATOR REPRESENTATIVES:
PRESENTER 1: NAME_________________________________________________ DFI MEMBER? _____
PROFESSIONAL DESIGNATION (P.E., PhD, etc.) __________________________________
COMPANY _______________________________________________________________
E-MAIL _________________________________ PHONE __________________________
PRESENTER 2: NAME_________________________________________________ DFI MEMBER? _____
PROFESSIONAL DESIGNATION (P.E., PhD, etc.) __________________________________
COMPANY _______________________________________________________________
E-MAIL _________________________________ PHONE __________________________
ABSTRACT (300 words or less):

